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Introduction
The Dynamic Way is a brand founded with the aim to
offer unique, beautiful and timeless products for the
bathroom.
The Dynamic Way offers a complete range to furnish
the entire bathroom. With a team of designers, buyers
and technicions, we work on the latest products every
day. We look at materials, shapes and packaging in
order to create the most beautiful products.
Our main goal is to provide our customers with
exquisite and innovative products every time. By
combining trends with high-quality materials, products
are developed which fit perfectly in the contemporary
bathroom.

Passion for design
and quality
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Our Products
Our products are composed with the greatest
care. A careful selection is made from the
materials and shapes to the packaging.
We look at how the combination can be put
together between beautiful timeless items,
but also items that fit in with today’s trends.
The Dynamic Way wants to make your bathroom
complete and help you make the right choice.

Get inspired
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‘‘Creativity is... inventing, experimenting, growing, taking risk,
breaking rules, making mistakes and having fun.’’
- Mary Lou Cook
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Toilet
The Royal Flush wall hung toilet pack from
The Dynamic Way is equipped with the latest
innovations in ceramics!
Equipped with it’s innovative flushing system:
Tornado Flush. The water flows down the toilet in
the shape of a tornado. This creates a powerful
flush that cleans almost the entire surface in the
toilet and removes dirt, while it remains perfectly
silent
•
•
•
•
•
•

Silet flush
Tornado Flush flushing system
Hygienic deep flush design
Economical in water usage
Rimfree so no rinsing edge
Post-proof packaging

The Dynamic Way The Royal Flush
100119 The Royal Flush wall hung toilet pack 53 cm
100120 The Royal Flush wall hung toilet pack 48 cm
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Now with free collectors
item!
The Dynamic Way - The
Royal Flush playing cards!
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Bathroom accessories are essential to complement your
bathroom. With The Dynamic Way bathroom accessories
set, you have a choice of 3 colours. All of which are
manufactured out off stainless steel.

FI

X-

AL

L

Drill free
Installation

With our unique screw or glue design, these accessories
can be mounted anywhere in the bathroom.

100386 The Dynamic Way stainless steel toilet accessories set black
Tissue holder
Toilet brush
Towel holder
Roll holder

100387 The Dynamic Way stainless steel toilet accessories set chrome
Tissue holder
Toilet brush
Towel holder
Roll holder

100388 The Dynamic Way stainless steel toilet accessories set brushed
Tissue holder
Toilet brush
Towel holder
Roll holder
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The Dynamic Way The Royal Flush
100119 The Royal Flush wall hung toilet pack 53 cm
100120 The Royal Flush wall hung toilet pack 48 cm
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flush plates
The Dynamic Way offers flush plates that are essential in
today’s bathroom in terms of colors and materials.
There is a choice of high-quality plastic, glass or brushed
stainless steel. The rectangular shape remains the basis, but
the keys are available in different shapes. All control panels are
equipped with two flush buttons, so that the choice for water
saving can be made. In addition, the front covers are easy to
clean.
The Dynamic Way flush plates are available in various colors, so
they match perfectly in terms of color palette in the bathroom
or toilet.
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The Dynamic Way Flush plate Stripe
100085 Flush plate Stripe gloss white
100086 Flush plate Stripe gloss chrome
100087 Flush plate Stripe matt chrome
100088 Flush plate Stripe matt black
100091 Flush plate Stripe champagne gold
100199 Flush plate Stripe brushed bronze
100200 Flush plate Stripe brushed copper

The Dynamic Way Flush plate Square
100074 Flush plate Square white
100075 Flush plate Square gloss chrome
100076 Flush plate Square matt chrome
100077 Flush plate Square matt black
100078 Flush plate Square stainless steel
100089 Flush plate Square champagne gold
100090 Flush plate Square rosé gold
100198 Flush plate Square brushed silver

The Dynamic Way Flush plate Circle
100079 Flush plate Circle white
100080 Flush plate Circle gloss chrome
100081 Flush plate Circle matt chrome
100082 Flush plate Circle matt black
100083 Flush plate Circle white gloss chrome
100084 Flush plate Circle black glass chrome
100092 Flush plate Circle champagne gold
100093 Flush plate Circle rosé gold
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Taps
Cold Start
No unnecessary consumption of hot water thanks to the
Cold Start taps from The Dynamic Way!
When a Cold Start tap is opened in a neutral or slightly
deviating position, cold water flows from the tap so the boiler
won’t start up. The water heater is not activated when the
tap control is in a neutral position. The tap only provides
hot water when the handle is turned past the protection
mechanism and you feel a click.
A Cold Start tap is up to 25% more economical than a
conventional kitchen or sink tap. Good for the environment
and your wallet.
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washbasin taps
Thanks to its timeless and minimalist design, The Dynamic
Way washbasin tap fits in almost any room. The tap is
water-saving and energy-efficient, thanks to the Cold
Start technology and the built-in Neoperl® aerator.
•

Stainless steel

•

Ceramic interior

•

Height of the washbasin tap is 17,5 cm

•

Straight spout

•

Water-saving

•

Cold Start

Available finishes: chrome, brushed stainless steel, matt
black and anthracite/gun metal.
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The Dynamic Way washbasin tap
100211 Stainless steel washbasin tap chrome
100212 Stainless steel washbasin tap brushed
100213 Stainless steel washbasin tap black
100214 Stainless steel washbasin tap gun metal
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From the cabinet to the wall!
The Royal Wall is the latest addition to The Dynamic Way tap
range. The tap is water-saving and energy-efficient thanks to
the Cold Start technology and the built-in Neoperl® aerator.
•

Stainless steel

•

Ceramic interior

•

Easy installation

•

Spout of 19 cm

•

Longer spout available seperately

•

Cold Start

Available finishes: chrome, brushed stainless steel, matt black
and anthracite/gun metal.

The Dynamic Way The Royal Wall
100322 The Royal Wall built-in washbasin tap 19 cm chrome
100323 The Royal Wall built-in washbasin tap 19 cm black
100324 The Royal Wall built-in washbasin tap 19 cm brushed
100325 The Royal Wall built-in washbasin tap 19 cm gun metal
100362
100363
100364
100365

The Royal Wall built-in washbasin seperate spout 24 cm chrome
The Royal Wall built-in washbasin seperate spout 24 cm black
The Royal Wall built-in washbasin seperate spout 24 cm gun metal
The Royal Wall built-in washbasin seperate spout 24 cm brushed
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‘‘Design is not just what it looks like and feels like.
Design is how it works’’
- Steve Jobs
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basin taps
The stainless steel basin tap from The
Dynamic Way is suitable for every toilet room.
Save up to 30% on water consumption,
thanks to the built-in Neoperl® aerator.
•

Stainless steel

•

Ceramic interior

•

Universally applicable

•

Height 16,5 cm

Available finishes:
chrome, brushed stainless steel and matt black.

The Dynamic Way basin tap
100155 Stainless steel basin tap chrome
100156 Stainless steel basin tap brushed
100157 Stainless steel basin tap black
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Kitchen taps
The Dynamic Way kitchen tap with Cold Start
technology is a must-have for every kitchen!
The kitchen taps are made of stainless steel, have
a ceramic interior and are universally applicable.
The taps are featured with a round spout (C-spout),
are rotatable and have a height of 34 cm.
Due to the usage of the Cold Start technology,
the
saves

taps
up

are
to

energy-efficient.
30%

on

water

This

tap

consumption

because of the built-in Neoperl®

aerator.

Available finsihes: chrome, brushed stainless steel
and matt black.

The Dynamic Way kitchen tap
100283 Stainless steel kitchen tap chrome
100284 Stainless steel kitchen tap brushed
100285 Stainless steel kitchen tap black
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The Royal Flex is convenient to use
because of the pull-out spout. The pullout spout gives extra flexibility for more
reach in the sink. This makes it easy to
rinse large dishes or to clean the sink.
In addition, it is also possible to switch
between the beam. With a push of the
button you can switch between a subtile
spray

or

a

powerful

shower

spray.

This tap is also equipped with the Cold
Start technology and the Neoperl® aerator.
Available

finishes:

stainless

steel

chrome,
and

matt

brushed
black.

The Dynamic Way The Royal Flex
100339 The Royal Flex stainless steel pull-out kitchen tap chrome
100340 The Royal Flex stainless steel pull-out kitchen tap brushed
100341 The Royal Flex stainless steel pull-out kitchen tap black
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Washbasin accessories
To finsish off the bathroom, The Dynamic Way
now offers a range of washbasin accessories. This
range consists of various parts to complete the
washbasin. Siphons, click wastes and drain plugs.

Tip:
combine with
washbasin tap in
colour
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The Dynamic Way click waste stainless steel
100359 Click waste stainless steel 5/4” chrome
100360 Click waste stainless steel 5/4” black
100361 Click waste stainless steel 5/4” brushed
100434 Click waste stainless steel 5/4” gun metal
100435 Click waste stainless steel 5/4” matt white

The Dynamic Way basin drain plug stainless steel
100381 Basin drain plug stainless steel chrome
100382 Basin drain plug stainless steel black
100430 Basin drain plug stainless steel brushed
100436 Basin drain plug stainless steel gun metal
100437 Basin drain plug stainless steel matt white

The Dynamic Way siphon stainless steel
100356 Siphon stainless steel 5/4” x 32 mm chrome
100358 Siphon stainless steel 5/4” x 32 mm brushed
100432 Siphon stainless steel 5/4” x 32 mm gun metal
100433 Siphon stainless steel 5/4” x 32 mm matt white
100357 Siphon stainless steel 5/4” x 32 mm black

The Dynamic Way siphon mini stainless steel
100353 Siphon mini stainless steel 5/4” x 32 mm chrome
100355 Siphon mini stainless steel 5/4” x 32 mm brushed
100438 Siphon mini stainless steel 5/4” x 32 mm gun metal
100431 Siphon mini stainless steel 5/4” x 32 mm matt white
100354 Siphon mini stainless steel 5/4” x 32 mm black
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Shower enclosures
Shower enclosures are very populair. The Dynamic Way
shower enclosure is a gem in every bathroom, thanks to the
minimalistic look and the use of glass in combination with
steel.
The Dynamic Way shower enclosures are made of 6 or 8
mm thick safety glass and teated with a Nano coating. Nano
coating ensures that dirt and limescale won’t remain on the
shower wall.
All the shower enclosures are 2 cm adjustable, which gives
the shower enclosures a perfect fit for every bathroom.

The Dynamic Way The Frame walk-in shower
100318 The Frame walk-in shower 80x200 cm black
100319 The Frame walk-in shower 90x200 cm black
100320 The Frame walk-in shower 100x200 cm black
100321 The Frame walk-in shower 120x200 cm black
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The Dynamic Way stabilization bracket
100147 Stabilisation bracket 120 cm ingestible chrome
100148 Stabilisation bracket 120 cm ingestible black

The Dynamic Way ceiling bracket
100378 Ceilling bracket for shower wall chrome
100379 Ceilling bracket for shower wall black

The Dynamic Way Tetrágono walk-in shower
100010 Tetrágono walk-in shower 80x190 cm black
100011 Tetrágono walk-in shower 90x190 cm black

The Dynamic Way Oceanus walk-in shower
100001 Oceanus walk-in shower 80x200 cm matt chrome
100002 Oceanus walk-in shower 90x200 cm matt chrome
100003 Oceanus walk-in shower 100x200 cm matt chrome
100149 Oceanus walk-in shower 50x200 cm matt chrome
100150 Oceanus walk-in shower 60x200 cm matt chrome
100151 Oceanus walk-in shower 70x200 cm matt chrome
100152 Oceanus walk-in shower 140x200 cm matt chrome
100287 Oceanus walk-in shower 80x200 cm black
100288 Oceanus walk-in shower 90x200 cm black
100289 Oceanus walk-in shower 100x100 cm black
100290 Oceanus walk-in shower 120x200 cm black
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The Dynamic Way Orizóntia walk-in shower
100012 Orizóntia walk-in shower 80x190 cm black
100013 Orizóntia walk-in shower 90x190 cm black
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shower doors
Shower doors, also called niche
doors, are easy to place between 2
walls to create a shower room. This
keeps the water and heat inside.
The Dynamic Way shower doors swing
in and out and are adjustable by 1,5
cm. Thanks to the adjustability, the
shower door can easily be made to fit.
Just like the shower walls and cabins,
the shower doors of The Dynamic
Way also have a Nano coating. A
protective coating that reduces the
adhesion of limescale and soap
residue. The hinges have a flat back,
making the glass easy to clean.

The Dynamic Way Pegasus shower door
100018 Pegasus shower door 69x195 cm matt chrome
100019 Pegasus shower door 79x195 cm matt chrome
100020 Pegasus shower door 89x195 cm matt chrome
100023 Pegasus shower door 99x195 cm matt chrome
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The Dynamic Way side wall for Pegasus
100180 Side wall for Pegasus 79x195 cm black
100181 Side wall for Pegasus 89x195 cm black
100022 Side wall for Pegasus 89x195 cm chrome
100376 Side wall for Pegasus 99x195 cm black
100377 Side wall for Pegasus 99x195 cm chrome

The Dynamic Way Pegasus shower door
100165 Pegasus shower door 69x195 cm black
100166 Pegasus shower door 79x195 cm black
100167 Pegasus shower door 89x195 cm black
100168 Pegasus shower door 99x195 cm black
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‘‘I don’t sing in the shower, I freakin’ perform’’
- Caspar Lee
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shower cabins
Thanks

to

a

shower

cabin,

heat

and

water remain inside the shower room. A
shower cabin is easy to install and takes
up

less

space

than

a

walk-in

shower.

The Dynamic Way shower cabins are made
of 6 mm thick safety glass and treated with
Nano coating against moisture and limescale.
The Dynamic Way shower cabins are available
in

various

variants,

including

a

sliding

corner entry, corner entry and a sliding door.
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The Dynamic Way Herakles shower cabin
100014 Herakles shower cabin 89x195 cm matt chrome

The Dynamic Way Idomeneus side wall for Theseus
100016 Idomeneus side wall for Theseus 79x195 cm chrome
100017 Idomeneus side wall for Theseus 89x195 cm chrome
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The Dynamic Way Icarus shower cabin corner entry
100024 Icarus shower cabin corner entry 6 mm 77,5x195 cm
100025 Icarus shower cabin corner entry 6 mm 87,5x195 cm
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The Dynamic Way Orpheus sliding corner entry
100007 Orpheus sliding corner entry 79x195 cm matt chrome
100008 Orpheus sliding corner entry 89x195 cm matt chrome
100300 Orpheus sliding corner entry 99x195 cm matt chrome
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shower drains
A

stylish

Way

and

replaces

modern
the

shower

drain

old-fashioned

from

shower

The

Dynamic

drain!

Available

in the finishes: brushed stainless steel, black glass and
black stainless steel.
Black is the trend of the moment and can be combined
with

almost

everything.

In

addition,

black

and

brushed

stainless steel are timeless, which ensures a sleek look
with luxurious elements.
A shower drain is very easy to maintain. The Dynamic
Way shower channels contain a flange, making it easy to
install in a tiled floor. The tiles fall on the flange and
therefore

connect

seamlessly

to

the

shower

drain.

The shower drain is fitted with a stainless steel or glass
grid. Thanks to the sleek design, the grille stands out in
your

bathroom

accessories

it

and

in

forms

combination
a

with

seamlessly

other
whole.

The grille has a side outlet, an installation depth of only
6.7 cm and a width of 7 cm. Thanks to the installation
depth, the shower drain is easy to install. The drainage
capacity

is

over

30

liters

per

minute.
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The Dynamic Way shower drain flange + ﬁlter
100044 Shower drain 40x7 cm flange + ﬁlter stainless steel
100045 Shower drain 50x7 cm flange + ﬁlter stainless steel
100046 Shower drain 60x7 cm flange + ﬁlter stainless steel
100047 Shower drain 70x7 cm flange + ﬁlter stainless steel
100048 Shower drain 80x7 cm flange + ﬁlter stainless steel
100049 Shower drain 90x7 cm flange + ﬁlter stainless steel
100050 Shower drain 100x7 cm flange + ﬁlter stainless steel
100051 Shower drain 120x7 cm flange + ﬁlter stainless steel
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The Dynamic Way shower drain with tile grid
With this tile drain it is possible to tile the shower
drain

with

the

same

stone

as

your

floor!

By

sawing the tile to size and placing it in the grid, a
nice,

even

floor

is

created.

The

shower

drain

is

reversible, so it can be used as a tile as a blind
drain. Also made of stainless steel.

The Dynamic Way shower drain tile + blind drain
100052 Shower drain 60x7 cm tile + blind stainless steel
100053 Shower drain 70x7 cm tile + blind stainless steel
100054 Shower drain 80x7 cm tile + blind stainless steel
100055 Shower drain 90x7 cm tile + blind stainless steel
100056 Shower drain 100x7 cm tile + blind stainless steel
100440 Shower drain 120x7 cm tile + blind stainless steel
100103
100104
100105
100441

Shower drain 70x7 cm tile + blind black
Shower drain 80x7 cm tile + blind black
Shower drain 90x7 cm tile + blind black
Shower drain 120x7 cm tile + blind black
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The Dynamic Way shower drain flange + ﬁlter black
100057 Shower drain 70x7 cm flange + ﬁlter black
100058 Shower drain 80x7 cm flange + ﬁlter black
100059 Shower drain 90x7 cm flange + ﬁlter black
100069 Shower drain 60x7 cm flange + ﬁlter black
100073 Shower drain 100x7 cm flange + ﬁlter black
100413 Shower drain 50x7 cm flange + filter black
100439 Shower drain 120x7 cm flange + filter black

The Dynamic Way shower drain flange + ﬁlter black glass
100060 Shower drain 70x7 cm flange + ﬁlter black glass
100061 Shower drain 80x7 cm flange + ﬁlter black glass
100062 Shower drain 90x7 cm flange + ﬁlter black glass
100063 Shower drain 100x7 cm flange + ﬁlter black glass
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The Dynamic Way shower drain with wall flange
For a sleek finish, The Dynamic Way also offers shower
drains which can be placed against the wall. Thanks to the
wall flange, the shower drain fits seamlessly against the
wall, surrounded by tiles. With a wall flange, the transition
from teh wall to the floor becomes more water resistant.
Like

the

with

wall

height

of

other

shower

flange
the

has

shower

drains,

the

adjustable
drain

can

shower
legs
be

so

drain
the

adjusted.

The Dynamic Way shower drain with wall flange black
100414 Shower drain 90x7cm with wall flange black
100415 Shower drain 80x7cm with wall flange black
100416 Shower drain 70x7cm with wall flange black
100417 Shower drain 60x7cm with wall flange black
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The Dynamic Way shower drain with wall flange stainless steel
100041 Shower drain 70x7 cm with wall flange stainless steel
100042 Shower drain 80x7 cm with wall flange stainless steel
100043 Shower drain 90x7 cm with wall flange stainless steel
100411 Shower drain 60x7 cm with wall flange stainless steel
100412 Shower drain 50x7 cm with wall flange stainless steel
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Shower trays
The

Dynamic

modern

and

shower

trays

Way

shower

timeless.
is

the

Unique

trays
to

non-porous

are
these

surface

with a tangible, non-slip stone structure.
The shower trays are delivered without
siphon.

the

The siphon is available seperately.

• No tiles
• Highest anti-slip class
• High-flow extra flat drain
• Easy to clean
• Sustainable & hygienic material
Available finishes: white and anthracite.
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The Dynamic Way shower tray
100347 Shower tray anthracite 100x100 cm
100348 Shower tray anthracite 90x90 cm
100349 Shower tray anthracite 120x90 cm
100372 Shower tray anthracite 140x90 cm
100350
100351
100352
100373

Shower tray white 100x100 cm
Shower tray white 90x90 cm
Shower tray white 120x90 cm
Shower tray white 140x90 cm

The Dynamic Way shower tray siphon
100374 Shower tray siphon
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electric floor heating
The Dynamic Way electric floor heating with a surface of 1m² to 16m²
is very suitable for heating tiles, laminate and vinyl. These mats are
easy and quick to install because of the selfadhesive material. The floor
heating is 3mm thin, so it can easily be leveled with the floors surface.
Because the electric underfloor heating is installed close to the floors
surface, the floor will be heated quickly for extra comfort. For this
reason, floor heating is extremely suitable for surfaces in bathrooms,
toilets, guest rooms and other areas where extra comfort is desired.
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The Dynamic Way electric floor heating mat + thermostat black
100184
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat black 150w 1m2
100185
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat black225w 1,5m2
100186
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat black 300w 2m2
100187
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat black 450w 3m2
100188
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat black 600w 4m2
100189
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat black 750w 5m2
100190
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat black 900w 6m2
100191
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat black 1050w 7m2
100192
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat black 1200w 8m2
100193
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat black 1500w 10m2
100194
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat black 1800w 12m2
100195
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat black 2400w 16m2

The Dynamic Way electric floor heating mat + thermostat white
100184
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat white 150w 1m2
100185
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat white 225w 1,5m2
100186
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat white 300w 2m2
100187
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat white 450w 3m2
100188
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat white 600w 4m2
100189
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat white 750w 5m2
100190
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat white 900w 6m2
100191
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat white 1050w 7m2
100192
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat white 1200w 8m2
100193
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat white 1500w 10m2
100194
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat white 1800w 12m2
100195
Electric floor heating mat + thermostat white 2400w 16m2
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smart thermostat
The
is

Dynamic

Way

developed

for

with

the

electric

The

various

built

smart
use

thermostat

in

combination

underfloor
in

clock

heating.
programs

ensure the underfloor heating is switched
on

and

off

whenever

This

sustainable

way

of

you

desire.

controlling

the

demand for floor heating in the bathroom
is

controlled

with

an

app

via

wifi.

Available in white and black.

controlled
via an app

The Dynamic Way smart thermostat
100183
Smart thermostat for floor heating white
100343 Smart thermostat for floor heating black
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The Dynamic Way LED mirror

100273
100274
100275
100276

LED mirror 60x80 cm
LED mirror 80x60 cm
LED mirror 100x80 cm
LED mirror 120x80 cm

The Dynamic Way LED mirror round

100389
100390
100391
100392

LED mirror round Ø 60 cm
LED mirror round Ø 80 cm
LED mirror round Ø 100 cm
LED mirror round Ø 120 cm
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mirrors
Thanks
The

to

their

Dynamic

timeless

Way

design,

mirrors

are

perfect for the bathroom or toilet.
The mirrors are easy to clean with
water or glass cleaner. In addition,
the

mirrors

horizontally

can
as

well

be

mounted

as

vertically.

The LED mirrors are dimmable and
can be adjusted from warm to cool
light. The mirrors are

heated, so

they do not fog up when showering.
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mirror cabinets
The mirror cabinets of The Dynamic
Way

are

available

version

and

in

a

in

a

black

white
version.

The Dynamic Way mirror cabinets are a
perfect addition to the bathroom cabinets.
With mirror heating,

a double socket,

dimmable and colour adjustable lights.
As

well

these
addition

as

an

adjustable

layout,

cabinets

are

perfect

to

every

a

bathroom.
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The Dynamic Way mirror cabinet white

100277
100278
100279
100280

Mirror cabinet 60x80 cm white
Mirror cabinet 80x60 cm white
Mirror cabinet 100x70 cm white
Mirror cabinet 120x70 cm white

The Dynamic Way mirror cabinet black

100453
100454
100455
100456

Mirror cabinet 60x80 cm black
Mirror cabinet 80x60 cm black
Mirror cabinet 100x70 cm black
Mirror cabinet 120x70 cm black
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The Dynamic Way mirror

100113
100114
100115
100116
100117
100410

Mirror 50x40 cm 5 mm thick
Mirror 57x40 cm 5 mm thick
Mirror 60x40 cm 5 mm thick
Mirror 60x60 cm 5 mm thick
Mirror 80x60 cm 5 mm thick
Mirror 63x40 cm 5mm thick

The Dynamic Way mirror round

100405
100406
100407
100408

Mirror round Ø 30 cm 5 mm thick
Mirror round Ø 40 cm 5 mm thick
Mirror round Ø 50 cm 5 mm thick
Mirror round Ø 60 cm 5 mm thick
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Step 1: width

80 cm

100 cm

120 cm

60 cm

Step 2: lower cabinet colour
The Dynamic Way bathroom furniture set wood
100261 Bathroom furniture wood 60 cm
100262 Bathroom furniture wood 80 cm
100263 Bathroom furniture wood 100 cm
100264 Bathroom furniture wood 120 cm

The Dynamic Way bathroom furniture set black
100265 Bathroom furniture black 60 cm
100266 Bathroom furniture black 80 cm
100267 Bathroom furniture black 100 cm
100268 Bathroom furniture black 120 cm

The Dynamic Way bathroom furniture set high-gloss white
100269 Bathroom furniture high-gloss white 60 cm
100270 Bathroom furniture high-gloss white 80 cm
100271 Bathroom furniture high-gloss white 100 cm
100272 Bathroom furniture high-gloss white 120 cm
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bathroom furniture
Discover

the

range

to

latest

addition

complete

to

our

your

product
bathroom!

The Dynamic Way bathroom cabinet is available in
three colors and four sizes. From 60 cm wide to 120
cm wide. In grey wood, matte black and high gloss
lacquered white. Made from water-repellent plywood.
Discover The Dynamic Way modern bathroom furniture at
an affordable price and long life. Contemporary design with
symmetrical drawers and customizable drawer dividers.
The sinks feature a centered inner basin, leaving enough
space around the inner basin to put down everyday items.
The furniture is 46.5 cm deep and 45.5 cm high.
Combine
The

the

Dynamic

bathroom
Way

furniture

mirrors

or

with
mirror

one

of

cabinets.
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Step 3: washbasin tap colour
100211
100212
100213
100214

Stainless steel washbasin tap chrome
Stainless steel washbasin tap brushed
Stainless steel washbasin tap black
Stainless steel washbasin tap gun metal

Step 4: Mirror or mirror cabinet

The Dynamic Way mirror
100113 Mirror 50x40 cm 5 mm thick
100114 Mirror 57x40 cm 5 mm thick
100115 Mirror 60x40 cm 5 mm thick
100116 Mirror 60x60 cm 5 mm thick
100117 Mirror 80x60 cm 5 mm thick
100410 Mirror 63x40 cm 5 mm thick
The Dynamic Way mirror round
100405 Mirror round Ø 30 cm 5 mm thick
100406 Mirror round Ø 40 cm 5 mm thick
100407 Mirror round Ø 50 cm 5 mm thick
100408 Mirror round Ø 60 cm 5 mm thick

The Dynamic Way LED mirror round

The Dynamic Way LED mirror cabinet white

The Dynamic Way LED mirror

The Dynamic Way LED mirror cabinet black

100389
100390
100391
100392

100273
100274
100275
100276

LED mirror round Ø 60 cm
LED mirror round Ø 80 cm
LED mirror round Ø 100 cm
LED mirror round Ø 120 cm
LED mirror 60x80 cm
LED mirror 80x60 cm
LED mirror 100x80 cm
LED mirror 120x80 cm

100277
100278
100279
100280

100453
100454
100455
100456

Mirror cabinet 60x80 cm white
Mirror cabinet 80x60 cm white
Mirror cabinet 100x70 cm white
Mirror cabinet 120x70 cm white

Mirror cabinet 60x80 cm black
Mirror cabinet 80x60 cm black
Mirror cabinet 100x70 cm black
Mirror cabinet 120x70 cm black
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Step 5: Sink accessories

The Dynamic Way clickwaste
100359 Clickwaste stainless steel 5/4” chrome
100360 Clickwaste stainless steel 5/4” black
100361 Clickwaste stainless steel 5/4” brushed
100434 Clickwaste stainless steel 5/4” gun metal
100435 Clickwaste stainless steel 5/4” white

The Dynamic Way washbasin drain plug stainless steel
100381 Washbasin drain plug stainless steel chrome
100382 Washbasin drain plug stainless steel black
100430 Washbasin drain plug stainless steel brushed
100436 Washbasin drain plug stainless steel gun metal
100437 Washbasin drain plug stainless steel white

The Dynamic Way siphon stainless steel
100356 Siphon stainless steel 5/4” x 32 mm chrome
100357 Siphon stainless steel 5/4” x 32 mm black
100358 Siphon stainless steel 5/4” x 32 mm brushed
100432 Siphon stainless steel 5/4” x 32 mm gun metal
100433 Siphon stainless steel 5/4” x 32 mm white

The Dynamic Way siphon mini stainless steel
100353 Siphon mini RVS 5/4” x 32 mm chrome
100354 Siphon mini RVS 5/4” x 32 mm black
100355 Siphon mini RVS 5/4” x 32 mm brushed
100431 Siphon mini RVS 5/4” x 32 mm white
100438 Siphon mini RVS 5/4” x 32 mm gun metal
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showers
Besides the rain shower sets, The Dynamic Way now offers
complementary shower items. By this way, a perfect combination can
be made with different items. The range consits of shower heads, wall
and ceiling brackets, hand showers and thermostatic shower taps.
The range is manufactured of stainless steel and available
in three finishes: chrome, brushed stainless steel and black.
The
a

shower

heads

water-saving

jet.

are
By

universally
combining

applicable
the

and

shower

have
heads

with the wall or ceiling bracker, it’s an attractive whole.
Making use of smart innovations like cooltouch and a water-saving
jet shower head, these items will be a cool addition to any bathroom.

The Dynamic Way stainless steel thermostatic tap cooltouch
100344 Thermostatic tap chrome
100345 Thermostatic tap brushed
100346 Thermostatic tap black
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The Dynamic Way stainless steel wall bracket
100445 Wall bracket 30 cm chrome
100446 Wall bracket 30 cm black
100447 Wall bracket 30 cm brushed
The Dynamic Way shower head round
100326 Shower head round Ø 25 cm chrome
100327 Shower head round Ø 25 cm black
100328 Shower head round Ø 25 cm brushed
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The Dynamic Way stainless steel hand shower set holder + hose

100332 Hand shower set holder + hose chrome
100333 Hand shower set holder + hose black
100334 Hand shower set holder + hose brushed
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The Dynamic Way stainless steel shower head square
100329 Shower head square 25x25 cm chrome
100330 Shower head square 25x25 cm black
100331 Shower head square 25x25 cm brushed
The Dynamic Way ceiling bracket stainless steel
100442 Ceiling bracket 40 cm chrome
100443 Ceiling bracket 40 cm black
100444 Ceiling bracket 40 cm brushed
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rainshowers
The stainless steel rain shower set of The Dynamic
Way is an absolute treasure to the bathroom!
- Stainless steel
- Cool Touch thermostatic valve with temperature limiter
- Shower head is round, rotatable and Ø 25 cm
- Separate hand shower for optimal comfort
- Adjustable in height
- Supplied complete with s-couplings and rosette
Available finishes:
chrome, brushed stainless steel and matt black.

The Dynamic Way stainless steel rain shower set
100291 Stainless steel rain shower set chrome
100292 Stainless steel rain shower set brushed
100293 Stainless steel rain shower set black
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The Dynamic way
operations
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the dynAMIC WAY Stainless faucet connector

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100286

3/8x1/2 bnxbn L=20cm

100295

1/2 bnxbn L=50cm

100296

1/2 bnxbn L=100cm

100418

3/8x1/2 bnxbn L=35cm

100419

3/8 bnxbn L=35cm

100420

3/8x1/2 bnxbn L=50cm

100421

3/8 bnxbn L=20cm

100422

1/2 bnxbn L=35cm

100423

3/8x10mm bnxknel L=35cm

100424

3/8 bnxbn L=50cm

100425

3/4 bnxbn L=50cm

the Dynamic Way connection hose black nylon

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100426

3/8x1/2 bnxbn L=20cm

100427

3/8x1/2 bnxbn L=35cm

the dynAMIC WAY angle valve long

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100026

1/2x10 + self sealing + rosette

the Dynamic Way extension nipple

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100201

3/8x10mm chrome

100202

3/8x15mm chrome

100203

3/8x20mm chrome

100204

1/2x10mm chrome
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100205

1/2x15mm chrome

100206

1/2x20mm chrome

100207

1/2x25mm chrome

100208

1/2x30mm chrome

100209

1/2x40mm chrome

100210

1/2x50mm chrome

the dynAMIC WAY drain plug plastic

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100215

1/4 for stop valve

the dynAMIC WAY nl fitting

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100231

15mm knel 16x2mm PE-RT 2pcs

the dynAMIC WAY compression fitting

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100134

M22 16x2mm multiskin/MLC 2pcs

100135

16x2mm multiskin PE-RT MLC 2pcs

100217

M22bn x15mm vernik. 2pcs

the dynAMIC WAY compression fitting universal

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100216

Herz Comap 1/2x15mm
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the dynAMIC WAY twin radiator valve

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100131

floor 1/2xM22 + compr. fitting 16mm

the dynAMIC WAY H twin radiator valve straight

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100130

floor M22 + compr. fitting 16x2

100132

floor 3/4 + compr. fitting 16x2

the dynAMIC WAY twin radiator valve right-angled

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100131

wall M22 + compr. fitting 16x2

100133

wall 3/4 + compr. fitting 16x2

the dynAMIC WAY radiator bleed valve

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100136

1/2 for radiator

the dynAMIC WAY radiator bleed valve

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100138

1/2 for radiator rotatable

the dynAMIC WAY blind plug

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100137

1/2 chrome
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the dynAMIC WAY radiator brass connection
coupling

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100218

lower block 3/4bt-1/2bt

the dynAMIC WAY radiator drain plug

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100245

1/2 white

the dynAMIC WAY fill and drain valve

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100220

1/2 with lever

the dynAMIC WAY expansion vessel bracket

Art. nr.

Dimensions

Colour

100219

3/4 vent+point pc 15mm

red

100243

3/4 vent+point pc 15mm

white

100244

3/4 vent+point pc 15mm

grey

the Dynamic Way radiator valve angled

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100236

1/2xM22 angled 15mm knel

Kleur

the Dynamic Way radiator valve straight

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100237

1/2xM22 straight 15mm knel

rood
wit
grijs
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the dynAMIC WAY radiator bend

Art. nr.
100232

Dimensions
90gr 1/2

the dynAMIC WAY threaded rod galvanized

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100032

ELVZ - M8x1000mm DIN976 4.8

100159

ELVZ - M6x1000mm DIN976 4.8

100160

ELVZ - M10x1000mm DIN976 4.8

100161

ELVZ - m12x1000mm Din976 4.8

100163

Stainless steel A2 - M8x1000mm DIN976

100162

ELVZ - M8 x 100 mm DIN976-1 4.8

the Dynamic Way hose clamp stainless steel

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100314

60-145mm

100315

60-175mm

100316

60-215mm

100317

60-370mm

the Dynamic Way assembly tape

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100112

galvanized 12 mm - 10 meter

the Dynamic Way trash bag

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100096

LDPE transparant 50x80cm

100097

LDPE transparant 70x105cm
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the Dynamic Way vapor barrier film

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100098

LDPE 50x4m

the Dynamic Way construction film

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100142

T100 transparant - 2x50 meter LDPE

100143

T200 transparant - 2x50 meter LDPE e

100144

T200 transparant - 4x50 meter LDPE e

100145

T200 transparant - 6x50 meter LDPE e

the dynAMIC WAY tape

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100242

aluminium strengthens hr 50 mm 40 mtr

the Dynamic Way nub sheet with isolation

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100033

140x80 10mm h=30mm

100034

140x80 30mm h=50mm

the Dynamic Way nub sheet without isolation

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100040

140x80 h=20mm

the dynamic Way insulation board tacker plate

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100428

20-2 rol 10m2

100429

30-2 rol 10m2
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the Dynamic Way floor heating mesh

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100030

galvanized 2103x1203mm 10x10cm

100031

galvanized 2103x1203mm 15x15cm

100128

galvanized 2000x1000mm 5x5cm

the dynAMIC WAY pump switch + thermostat

Art. nr.

Properties

100196

White

100197

Wifi, white

the Dynamic Way bracket

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100301

100mm m8/m10 rubber insert

100302

125mm m8/m10 rubber insert

100303

150mm m8/m10 rubber insert

100304

160mm m8/m10 rubber insert

100305

180mm m8/m10 rubber insert

the Dynamic Way royal lock bracket

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100306

15-18mm m8

100307

20-23mm m8

100308

25-28mm m8

100309

31-35mm m8

100310

40-43mm m8

100311

48-53mm m8

100312

54-56mm m8

100313

58-63mm m8
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the dynAMIC WAY outside grille stainless steel

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100007

sphere model 150mm rubber ring

100101

sphere model 125mm rubber ring

100102

sphere model 100mm rubber ring

the Dynamic Way ventilation hose

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100108

100mm L=10m 2lgs aluminium

100109

125mm L=10m 2lgs aluminium

the Dynamic Way exhaust valve air vent
round with clamps

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100110

100mm

the Dynamic Way adapter for
exhaust valve air vent

Art. nr.

Dimensions

100111

100mm

the Dynamic Way solar panel

On request

